Abstract~The idealized symmetry of kaolinite-type minerals (1:1 phyllosilicates) is analysed in detail. They can be considered as OD-structures consisting of three kinds of OD-layers. Each of them, taken separately, possesses higher symmetry than their combination. This explains the well-known tendency of kaolinite-type minerals to form a wide variety of ordered and disordered polytypes as well as twins. The possible stacking sequences result from the different kinds of pairs of kaolinite layers which are derived for dioctahedral, trioctahedral as well as 'monoctahedral' kaolinite-type minerals, the latter being defined as those in which the three octahedral positions are occupied by three different cations or two different cations and a void. The analysis makes use of a simple symbolism and a simplified pictorial representation.
INTRODUCTION
Kaolinites in a broad sense*--including all the 1:1 phyllosilicates--have been known for a long time to exist in a great number of polymorphic--ordered and disordered--forms, which differ in the stacking of constituting layers. Based on the original Pauling model (1930) , on the idealized symmetry of its layers and on the relations between them, very general rules for the stacking have been put forward which have been generally accepted as valid (Oughton, 1957; Newnham, 1961; Zvyagin, 1962 Zvyagin, , 1964 Zvyagin, , 1967 Bailey et al., 1967; Bailey, 1971 ; see also references in these papers and books).
Apart from the variety due to different ways of stacking, additional varieties occur due to isomorphous replacement and---closely connected with it--due to deviations from the idealized symmetry of individual atomic sheets. The latter varieties are, however, not the subject of this paper which deals only with the different modes of stacking, assuming the ideal symmetry as a first approximation.
The different stacking possibilities lead to a great variety of kaolinite structures and cause their powder diffraction patterns to be very complicated. These are, however, very often the only diffraction information obtainable. Therefore, some authors attempted to work out some system for the stacking sequences to be expected, to derive the corresponding periodic structures, to observe which of them occur in nature and to use this knowledge for the interpretation of powder diffraction patterns of kaolinites (see e.g. Steadman, 1964) . After Newnham (1961) had derived the 36 possibilities for stacking one kaolinite layer onto the other, it became clear that it would be advisable to have some sort of analytical expression for stacking sequences, since the considerations based on atomic structural models would be too complicated. Such an analytical approach has been suggested by Steadman (1964) for trioctahedral kaolinites, and a more elaborate one by Zvyagin (1964) . Zvyagin treated in this way all the important phyllosilicates, the dioctahedral and trioctahedrai kaolinites among them. He succeeded also in deriving all possible 'regular structures' and his results were corroborated (for trioctahedral kaolinites)--with a single exception--by Bailey (1971) . The terms 'regular structures' (Zvyagin) , 'simple polytypes' or 'standard polytypes' (Bailey) however have been postulated rather than defined on an exact crystallographical basis.
Although the symmetry of individual atomic sheets and that of bigger structural units consisting of them plays obviously the decisive role in the process of formation of various kaolinites, and although all the authors mentioned above tacitly made use of it, a more detailed analysis of the symmetry of kaolinites has not yet been published.
OD-theory, using detailed symmetry considerationst, provides the tools for finding and characteriz-219 ing all the alternative possibilities for the positions of one plane of atoms relative to an adjacent one, and for formulating exactly the conditions to which ordered polytypes have to comply, if they are to be called 'of maximum degree of order' (MDO) or regular or standard polytypes, i.e. polytypes which are most likely to occur in nature. We hope that by discussing experimental results on the basis of OD-theory it will be possible in future to correlate better certain features of various polytypes with physical factors influencing their formation and with their physical properties. The well-known features of the structures of kaolinites--at least in their idealized forms--are obviously of such a kind that they virtually invite a detailed ODanalysis. Accordingly, the tools of OD-theory have been applied to this family of minerals in this paper.
Moreover, kaolinites in which the three octahedral holes are occupied in an ordered way by three different cations, to be called 'monoctahedral' in the following, are also discussed. They have not (to our knowledge) been analysed so far.
In addition, we were able to simplify the pictorial representation of the stacking of atomic planes, sheets or layers in various polytypes by focussing the attention to symmetry relations between such building units. This is a help for visualizing such stackings and seems to us to go one step further in the process of abstraction which started with atomic models and proceeded with the presentation of coordination polyhedra. Thus visualization of even complicated cases becomes possible.
These were the aims we had in mind when attempting a detailed OD-analysis of kaolinites.
* Geometrically equivalent means congruent or enantiomorphous. The terms 'equivalent' or 'of the same kind' will be used in the following for geometrically equivalent parts of the same or different polytypes.
t The nomenclature used for plane space groups corresponds exactly to the international nomenclature for space groups, the direction of missing periodicity being indicated by brackets (Dornberger-Schiff, 1964, p. 82).
SOME REMARKS ON TERMINOLOGY
The nomenclature committee AIPEA reached international agreement in 1972 on the usage of some terms for building units of phyllitic minerals: plane of single atoms, sheet of interlinked coordination polyhedra, layer of linked sheets, unit structure as combination of a layer plus an interlayer. Accordingly, these terms will be used throughout this paper whenever we wish to describe building units from the point of view of stereochemistry. They are counterparts, periodic in two dimensions, of atoms, molecules, coordination polyhedra, etc.
In contrast hereto, the terms OD-layer and ODpacket (see Appendix) are building units considered from the point of view of symmetry. They are counterparts, periodic in two dimensions, to asymmetric unit or unit cell. Thus obviously, an OD-layer or ODpacket may contain combinations of atomic planes, of sheets and/or parts of these, just as a unit cell or asymmetric unit may contain combinations of molecules and/or parts of molecules.
The prefix OD will be used to avoid confusion, wherever necessary.
GENERAL FEATURES OF THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURES OF KAOLINITES
Our knowledge of kaolinite structures based on Xray analyses of different kaolinites (see references) allows a description of the idealized structure of kaolinites as follows: It consists of geometrically equivalent* kaolinite layers. At the base of each kaolinite layer there is the tetrahedral sheet consisting of a network of tetrahedra--composition Si2Os--and of one OHgroup per hexagonal mesh (Fig. 1) . It has the plane space groupt P(6)mm and will be referred to hexagonal basic vectors al and a2 or to orthohexagonal basic vectors a and b (Fig. 1) .
Above the apical oxygen atoms and OH-groups of this sheet there is a plane of OH-ions which forms together with the latter a close-packed arrangement, i.e. the OH-plane is a simple hexagonal arrangement of ions with a mesh area one third of that of the mesh of the translational net at and az. The OH-plane has the symmetry H(6)mm, where H denotes that, referred to the common basic vectors aa and a 2 (Fig. 2 ) the cell is triply primitive (see International Tables for X-ray  Crystallography ( 1952), Vol. I, p. 18) . One of the sixfold axes of the OH-plane is displaced relative to the sixfold axis of the tetrahedral sheet by -a3/3 = (al + a2)/3. The cations occupying the octahedral holes formed by the apical oxygen atoms and the OH-ions of the tetrahedral sheet and the OH-plane form also an atomic plane, the 'octahedral plane' which therefore lies between the tetrahedral sheet and the OH-plane. The octahedral plane, together with the OH-plane and the apical oxygen atoms and the OH-groups on the same level have been called 'octahedral sheet' (AIPEA). Thus apical oxygen atoms and OH-groups on the same level are shared by the tetrahedral and the octahedral sheet (see Fig. 2 ).
There are three octahedral holes per unit mesh. If all three are occupied, the mineral is usually called triocta-* Strong indications for the existence of monoctahedral micas (lepidolite and zinnwaldite) have been found by Brauer (1971) ,in the course of careful electron microscopic investigations of etch pits. This suggests that such phenomenon might be expected to occur in other phyllosilicates as well. Although in a number of kaolinites the octahedral sites are occupied by more than one kind of ion, an investigation of the question whether these sites are occupied statistically or in an ordered way has not, to our knowledge, been seriously attempted as yet*. Such an investigation would be greatly facilitated, if the effect of ordering upon the diffraction pattern could be predicted. As can easily be seen, an ordered occupation of one third of the octahedral sites by one kind of ion and of the remaining two thirds of sites by another kind of ion is---although chemically trioctahedral--as far as symmetry is concerned, equivalent to the dioctahedral case with one kind of octahedral ion. In a similar way, a case in which two different kinds of ion occupy one of two octahedral sites each, whereas the third remains empty is--although chemically dioctahedral--as far is symmetry is concerned equivalent to the case where there are three different kinds of ions occupying one of the three octahedral sites each.
With symmetry as the criterion, we use the following classification:
where the y(m) denotes the three octahedral sites respectively and Ma, Me and Mi stand for a different kind of cation respectively occupying sites as indicated. Different kinds of cations occupying a single site statistically are treated as one kind of ion, and a void is regarded as a kind of ion.
All trioctahedral kaolinite layers are geometrically equivalent and the same holds for dioctahedral and monoctahedral kaolinite layers, respectively. The kaolinite layers will be referred to as Pc, P1,... P,,... numbered in the sequence of their occurrence in the polytype.
The stacking of kaolinite layers is not the same in all polytypes. For trioctahedral kaolinites the rules for possible arrangements of a subsequent layer P,+ ! relative to a layer of reference P, which lead to the same kind of OH-bonds have been found by Oughton (1957) and may be formulated according to Steadman (1964) as follows. We place the origin of any layer Pm on the sixfold axis of its tetrahedral sheet and orient the layer of reference so that its site y(o) is displaced by a3/3 = -(aa + az)/3 parallel to the plane aa and a2. Then the origin of the subsequent layer may according to Steadman (1964) be shifted relative to that of the layer of reference by any of the vectorst v,,.+ a + Co (see e.g. Fig, 4 ), where Co is perpendicular to al and a2, and v..,+ 1 may be any of the following vectors: a-/3 (with i = 1, 2, 3), _1)/3 or zero. The orientation of adjacent
N3n
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F3n,3n+ I = 2 F3n+l,3n+2 = 6 F3n+2,3n+3 = 6 Z3n+f(3n) = 6 Z3~+z(3n common to Lp and Lp+ ~ indicated. Remark: the factor 3 in the expression for N3.+ 2 is caused by the fact that its unit cell area is a third of that of the cell a~ and a2 to which the whole structure is referred.
layers may be the same, or one may be turned with respect to the other by any multiple of 60 ~ around an axis parallel to the vector e0. Following Zvyagin we shall use the term 'displacement' for the projection along Co of vectors indicating the relative position of the origins of various parts of the structure (planes, sheets or layers). In this sense v.,. + 1 is the displacement ofP.~ i relative to P.. We shall use 'characters' to indicate such displacements (see Fig. 4 and Table 3 ).
THE OD-CHARACTER OF KAOLINITE STRUCTURES
Kaolinites belong to category II, if they turn out to be OD-structures at all (see Appendix). In order to arrive at an OD-interpretation of kaolinites---if any--we have therefore to find a mode of thinking of the whole structure as built of certain kinds of 'ODlayers' Lo, L1, L2, numbered in the sequence in which they appear in the structure, so that pairs of adjacent OD-layers (Lp;Lp+ 1) and (Lq;Lq+ 1) starting off with OD-layers Lp and Lq of the same kind are equivalent whatever the stacking of the kaolinite layers may be, provided that this stacking corresponds to the rules quoted above.
A pair of adjacent kaolinite layers (P.; P~+:) in which the displacement of P.+ 1 relative to P. is equal to v.,.+ 1 = 0 (i.e. has the character.) is not equivalent to any pair (Pt; Pt+ 1) for which the displacement vt,t+ 1 has any other value (and is thus denoted by any of the other characters given in Table 3 ). Therefore, the kaolinite layers cannot be considered as layers in the sense of OD-theory (OD-layers).
Next we might try whether the tetrahedral sheet and the octahedral sheet taken separately might be considered as individual OD-layers. The pair consisting of the octahedral sheet of one kaolinite layer P. and the tetrahedral sheet of P.+I is, however, not independent of the displacement v...+ 1 either. This can easily be demonstrated by the following consideration. Let the origin of any octahedral sheet be chosen at the unique octahedral site in the dioctahedral case, or at any of the octahedral sites in the other two cases. Let further P. be oriented in such a way that the displacement of the octahedral sheet relative to the origin of this packet is a3/3, i.e. is denotedt by the character 0. Then the displacement of the tetrahedral sheet of P.+ 1 relative to the octahedral sheet of P. is equal to v.,.+ 1 -<0); thus, for v...+l = (0) this displacement is equal to (.), but for v.,.+ 1 = <*) it is equal to <3). These pairs of sheets are thus not equivalent and the tetrahedral sheet and octahedral sheet cannot be considered as OD-layers of kaolinites.
Similar considerations for other proposals for two kinds of OD-layers as building parts lead to the conclusion that kaolinites with stackings as observed cannot be considered as belonging to a family of ODstructures consisting of two kinds of OD-layers.
The considerations which led Steadman and others to propose the possibilities of stacking of kaolinite layers as given above, which then were confirmed by many experimental facts, refer to the hydrogen bonds between the OH-plane of one kaolinite layer and the basal oxygen atoms of the subsequent layer. Any stacking of the layers which leads to the same favourable set of hydrogen bonds is considered possible, no matter how the octahedral sites below the OH-plane are positioned relative to the tetrahedral sheet of the subsequent layer. That is, it was considered that the pairs OH-plane-tetrahedral sheet of the subsequent layer should be equivalent, whereas the ions occupying octahedral sites do not seem to have a decisive influence on the tetrahedral sheet; because the symmetry of the entire octahedral sheet is lower than that of the OHplane taken by itself, equivalence of the pair of sheets does not (as we have seen above) follow automatically from the equivalence of the pair OH-plane-tetrahedral sheet. We are thus led to the notion of the OH-plane as a separate OD-layer. The next question is where the division between the two remaining OD-layers of a kaolinite layer has to be drawn. There is more than one way to do this so that the different equivalent modes of stacking of the ODlayers lead to the stacking of kaolinite layers described above. We propose to consider the plane of octahedral sites and the OH-plane as separate OD-layers and call them octahedral layer and OH-layer, respectively, whereas the tetrahedral sheet (composition Si205OH) will be called tetrahedral layer. The ions of the octahedral OD-layer have, however, not to be considered as spherically symmetrical but as possessing only trigonal symmetry (see below).
These three OD-layers in the order: tetrahedral layer, octahedral layer and OH-layer constitute according to OD-theory (I3urovi~, 1974) an ODpacket. As there is no danger of confusion, we shall call an OD-packet simply 'packet' in the following. Similarly (excepting the compound term 'kaolinite layer'), the term 'layer' stands for an OD-layer in the following.
The three kinds of OD-layers in kaolinite structures, their chemical composition and symmetry are summarized in Table 1 .
Let us now discuss--to start with for the dioctahedraI case--what kinds of packets and what kinds of stackings of these packets result from the proposed three kinds of OD-layers.
We take the pair (L3.; L3n+ 1) first. In Fig. 2 the origin of L3,+ i is displaced by a3/3 relative to the origin of L3n , the origins being taken conventionally on (6) and (3)lm, respectively. The clockwise rotations of both layers by 60 ~ 120 ~ 180 ~ 240 ~ or 300 ~ around the hexagonal axis of L3n would bring this layer into coincidence with itself, but the origin of L3n+ I will then occur displaced by (i) = -al/3, (2) = a2/3 ..... or (5) = -a2/3, respectively, relative to the origin of L3.; besides, the orientation of L3n+l would also change accordingly. These six obviously non-identical but equivalent positions are shown schematically in Fig. 3a . The number Z3,+ 1~3,) = 6 is also obtained from (AI) (see Appendix): The plane space group of L3. is P(6)mm (see Table 1 ) and thus its order N3n = 12, and the layers L~, and La, + 1 have only the identity and the mirror plane parallel to a3 and c0 in common, so that the plane space group of the pair of layers is Plm(1) and F3n,an+ 1 = 2. Thus Zan+l(3n) = 12/2 = 6 results.
Obviously, Zp(p, I need not be equal to Zp,(p) . Thus in our case Za.(a,+ 1) = N3n+ 1/F3n,3n+ 1 = 6/2 = 3.
The values of Zp,(p) for all pairs, for p' = p + 1 and p' = p -1 and for the three cases are listed in Table  2 and illustrated for the dioctahedral case in Fig. 3 .
Of particular importance is the fact that Z3n+2(3n+ 1) = 1 in all three cases. It shows that the position of the OH-layer is uniquely determined by the position of the preceding octahedral layer, if we consider the latter to have only trigonal symmetry, as assumed.
According to the definition of OD-structures, ODlayers have to be defined in such a way that the equivalence of pairs of adjacent layers explains the observed stacking possibilities, whereas those relative positions of structural parts which have never been observed and have thus to be excluded, may be excluded on account of the fact that they would lead to pairs of adjacent OD-layers which are not equivalent to the pairs observed.
The fact that trigonal prismatic coordination of the cations of the octahedral layer has never been observed indicates that the corresponding position of the OHlayer L3,+2 together with the octahedral layer L3n + 1 preceding it is not equivalent to the pair of the corresponding OD-layers in the case of octahedral coordination of cations on these sites. Therefore the reduced trigonal symmetry of the octahedral layer (probably caused by the influence of the trigonally symmetrical environment, see Figs. 2 and 3b) has to be assumed.
Any polytype could be characterized by the displacements of any of its OD-layers relative to the preceding layer, and these displacements will be called 'elementary displacements'. From the description given above and from Fig. 3 it follows that only the elementary displacements + al/3, ___ a2/3, -I-a3/3 occur which are denoted by the characters 0-5 in clockwise order starting with a3/3 (see Tables 3 and Fig. 4 ). An elementary displacement ofLj+ 1 relative to Li is called sja+ 1 in the following.
The elementary displacements s3,+1,3.+2 and S3n+2,3n+ 3 suffice to determine unequivocally the position of L3.+ 2 relative to L3.+ 1, and that of L3.+ 3 relative to L3.+ z, respectively. The corresponding statement for s3.,3.+ 1 holds only for the di-and trioctahedral cases, as follows from Table 2 . For the monoctahedral kaolinites there are 12 different possibilities for the position of L3,+1 relative to L3.: The origin of L3n+ 1, i.e. the site yIo) may again be reached by any of the six displacements (0)- (5); besides, yu) may be reached from y~0) either by a shift of b/3 or by a shift of -b/3; the first case will be indicated by a dash, the second by a double dash after the character k = )S3n,3n+ 1( (see Fig. 2 bottom) . In the di-and trioctahedral case a sequence of characters i, j, k, 1, m... (starting with the characters for %1) would suffice to describe any stacking of layers, in the monoctahedral case the same is true for a similar sequence in which the S3n,3n+ 1 are denoted by i' or i". These descriptions have however the disadvantage that although the stacking of layers is uniquely determined by such a string of characters, the reverse is not true because the choice of origin of L3,+ 2 is not unequivocal (due to the smaller translational cell). But as we shall see a simpler and unequivocal symbolism can be found.
The facts that all pairs (L3,; L3n+ 1) are geometrically equivalent and that the position of L3n + 2 relative to the preceding pair is uniquely determined (Z3n+2(3n+ 1) = l) lead to the following important conclusion: The triples of OD-layers (L3.; L3.+ ~ ; L3.+ 2) are equivalent for any possible dioctahedral (trioctahedral or monoctahedral) kaolinite polytype, irrespective of the stacking mode. Thus any kaolinite polytype can be considered as built from equivalent packets.
The symmetry of the packets for tri-, di-and monoctahedral kaolinites respectively as deduced from the symmetry and relative position of the OD-layers is shown and given in Fig. 5 (cf. also Fig. 2 ).
SYMBOLS OF POLYTYPES AND OF PACKET PAIRS
In the case of dioctahedral kaolinites the orientation of any packet Pn (L3.; Lan+ l; L3.+ 2) is determined by the character )s3.,3.+ 1( which, when used to denote the orientation of the packet P., will be called orientational character )S,,(. In order to characterize the position of P.+I relative to P. we have apart from its orientation to indicate the displacement v.,~+ 1 of the origin of its tetrahedral layer La.. 3 relative to Lan. This displacement isthe sum of the following elementary displacements:
Vn;n+ 1 = S3n.3n+ 1 "Jr" S3n+l,3n+2 -~" S3n+2,3n+ 3 . 
<I) = -al/3 (4) = al/3 <+) = (a2 -a~)/3 (2) = a2/3 (5) = -a2/3 <-) = (a~ -a2)/3
The origin of any packet P. will be taken to coincide with the origin of its tetrahedral layer L3.. As we shall see presently, only the displacements listed in Table 3 and no other displacements can occur as v.,.+ ~. Due to the fact that for L3.+ 1 only trigonal symmetry had to be assumed (because trigonal prismatic coordination of the cations had to be excluded), the characters of S3n,3n+ 1 and s3,+1,3,+2 must necessarily be of the same parity (see Figs. 2 and 5 ). If >s3,+ 2,3,+ 3( is of the same parity too, a displacement (.), (+), or (-) results; if it is of different parity, a displacement (j) results, where j is of the same parity as the )S3,,3n+ 1( and )so,.+ 1,3,+,,( (Fig. 5) . Thus, e.g. (1) + (5) + (1) = (-); (1) + (3) + (4) = (3)and so on.
From the parity condition it follows, therefore, that )v,,+ t( cannot be a number of different parity than )S,(. Any stacking sequence of packets in a dioctahedral kaolinite polytype may therefore be described by a string of characters which will be given in two lines, and these are exactly the stackings given by Newnham (1961) (Fig. 6 ). This proves that our choice of ODlayers corresponds to observed facts. where any numerical character outside the range 0-5 has to be replaced by a figure within this range congruent to it modulo 6, so that -1 has to be replaced by 5 and so on (Fig. 6a) . Any of the remaining four pairs, 0 0 0 3, 0 0 0 3
contains a mirror plane (Fig, 6b) . Top: by means of the symmetry elements of all three constituting OD-layers; bottom: by means of their own symmetry elements only; (a) trioctahedral P(3)lm; (b) dioctahedral Clm(1); (c) monoctahedral case e(1).
Thus there are 20 non-equivalent pairs of packets in dioctahedral kaolinites.
The relative position of cations in adjacent packets P,, P.+ ~ may easily be obtained either analytically from the symbol of the packet pair, or from the pictorial representation of the" pair. Obviously )v,,, + ~ ( gives the displacement of Si c"+ ~) relative to Si c"), where the superscripts indicate the packet to which the ion belongs. )s3..3,+ ~( gives the displacement of Ma c") relative to Sic"), therefore the following relations hold: SIC,+ x) relative to Ma t"~ is given by v,,,+ 1 -S3n.3n+ 1 Ma t"+ ~ relative to Ma t") is given by v,,,+ ~ -s3,,3,+ t + S3n+3,3n+4 and so on, where the displacements s3,.3,+ ~ are indicated by the corresponding orientational characters )S~(.
For the monoctahedral case the parity condition holds also, as can easily be shown. The orientation of a packet (which term we use to include enantiomorphy as well) is indicated by a character k' or k" with k = )s3,,3,+ 1(, and the dash or double dash is the sign that would follow this character in the sequence of characters of elementary displacements.
To obtain a list of all non-congruent packet pairs, we have to consider the symbols starting with 0' as well as those starting with 0", i.e. the packet pairs
with ~ = 0, 2, 4, ., +, -and i = 0,1, 2, ...,5, i,e. 144 packet pairs all in all. As the plane space group of the packet pair is P(1), they form 72 enantiomorphous couples of packet pairs, The packet pairs belonging to an enantiomorphous couple are related by a mirror plane parallel to a3 and Co, therefore the enantiomorph a packet pair 0' 0"[f' to k' or 0' k" has the symbol or 0"j' fl , respectively, where j = 6 -i for i = 1, 2 ..... 5,
I i I I
(bl
(c) w e,e e,u .~. I Fig. 7 . Schematic representation of the 8 non-congruent packet pairs (P0; P ~) of trioctahedral kaolinites: (a) the two packet pairs e0e and eou containing a mirror plane; (b) the two enantiomorphous couples of packet pairs e + e, e_ e, e + u, e_u containing a three-fold axis; (c) the two packet pairs e.e and e.u containing three mirror planes and a three-fold rotation axis. j = 0 for i = 0, and/~ is related to ct as follows:
9 + -0 2 4 fl 9 -+ 0 4 2.
Obviously there are 72 non-equivalent pairs of packets in monoctahedral kaolinites.
For the trioctahedral case the characters 0, 2 and 4 would describe the same orientation of the packet, and the same is true for 1, 3 and 5. Accordingly we shall denote these orientations by the characters e and u (for even and uneven), respectively. Thus there are 8 noncongruent trioctahedral packet pairs characterized by the following symbols: e e .
7 with7 =*, +,-,0.
Although symbols with y =-2 or 4 would be possible, they only describe the same kind of packet pair as the corresponding symbol with 7 = 0, in a different orientation.
Two of these non-congruent packet pairs have the plane space group Plm(1) (Fig. 7a ): e eande u 0 0" Four packet pairs have the plane space group P(3) and form two enantiomorphous couples (Fig. 7b): e e enantiomorphous to e e + e u enantiomorphous to e u + Two packet pairs have the plane space group P(3)ml ( Thus all in all there are 6 non-equivalent packet pairs in trioctahedral kaolinites.
CONCLUSIONS
An analysis of the symmetry of the 1:1 phyllosilicates shows that all polytypes of this mineral group can be considered as OD-structures of category II consisting of 3 kinds of OD-layers. The consistent application of OD-theory made it possible to derive in a straightforward and systematic way all stacking possibilities of OD-layers within an OD-packet as well as the possible kinds of pairs of OD-packets. Thus the occurrence of both ordered and disordered kaolinite polytypes were explained and the way prepared for the systematic derivation of all MDO-polytypes (standard or regular polytypes) for mon-, di-and trioctahedral kaolinites--the subject of the following paper.
APPENDIX
The notion of OD-structures (Dornberger-Schiff, 1964 , 1966 rests on the following physically reasonable considerations: Even when detailed information on energies of interaction between the parts out of which a crystal is built is lacking we may be sure that geometrically equivalent configurations will have the same energies of interaction. We may assume furthermore that energies of interaction between parts of the structure which are close to one another will play a more prominent role than the interaction between parts further apart.
These facts may lead to a situation illustrated schematically in Figs. 8a, b and c. The rhombs, triangles, etc. represent parts of the respective structure with corresponding symmetry. Perpendicular to the plane of drawing, the structures are meant to be periodical.
Let us assume to start with that the energy of interaction of further apart* 'OD-layers' Lj is negligible compared with the energy of interaction between adjacent OD-layers, in each of the cases of Fig. 8 a--c. Then, especially if crystallization takes place rapidly or at high temperature, the probability that L,+a is displaced relative to L, by + s will be equal to the probability that it is displaced by -s. The resulting structure will most probably be disordered. This is the result of the fact that there exist partial symmetry operations in the structure, i.e. symmetry operations that hold only for part of the structure, e.g. convert an ODlayer into an OD-layer but not the whole structure into itself.
For any of the three cases ( Fig. 8 ) a whole family of structures could be thought of, where the individual members of the family differ only in the stacking of OD-layers, whereas they are built of the same kind of OD-layers and also the pairs of adjacent OD-layers which occur in the structures of a family are of the same kind (see Dornberger-Schiff, 1964, p. 42) .
If the shifts (see Fig. 8 ) are equal to _+ a/2, then the * In some publications concerning OD-structures, ODlayers are called simply 'layers' 9 --~--r-~--shift to the right will lead to the same position as the shift to the left. Thus the position of any OD-layer is uniquely determined, there is only one member of the family and the structure is said to be fully ordered (Dornberger-Schiff, 1964, p. 31) .
In more complicated cases there may be even more than two different positions of an OD-layer Lp, relative to an adjacent OD-layer Lp with p' = p _+ 1 leading to geometrically equivalent pairs of OD-layers (Lp; Lp,), and this number Z~,0, ) depends on the symmetry of Lp and on the relative position of the two OD-layers (see below). (Dornberger-Schiff, 1964, p. 30) .
As the examples illustrated in Fig. 9 a-d show, there are structures consisting of more than one kind of ODlayers, for which the vicinity condition holds and which are therefore also called OD-structures, provided that this equivalence of pairs of OD-iayers does not determine the structure unequivocally, i.e. if Zp,/m > 1, at least for some values ofp.
The four ca tegories
As illustrated in Figs. 8 and 9 , the individual ODlayers may either be polar in the direction of Co ( The structures (a) and (b) contain equivalent pairs of OD-layers, the structure (c) contains two kinds of pairs of OD-layers alternating regularly in the structure 9 Any given OD-layer L.+ 1 is displaced relative to the preceding OD-layer L, by a vector +s or -s and these displacements lead to two non-identical positions of L.+ 1, but to equivalent pairs (L.; L,+ 1). The cases (a), (b) and (c) represent categories I, II and III, respectively. Fig. 9 . Schematic examples of OD-structures of 3 kinds of OD-layers illustrating the 4-categories into which the OD-structures consisting of more than one kind of OD-layer can be classified.
Category III. The structure contains only polar ODlayers and OD-layers of any given kind lie with equivalent sides up and down, in alternation (Figs. 8 c and 9 c).
Category IV. The structure contains exactly two kinds of nonpolar OD-layers (Fig. 9 d) .
As kaolinites belong to category II, we limit our further discussions to OD-structures of this category. When attempting an OD-interpretation of a set of structures or polytypes, the question has to be answered whether and in which way they may be thought of as consisting of the same set of kinds of OD-layers in arrangement for which the vicinity condition holds and for which they have to be considered as members of a family of OD-structures. If this is not possible, the structures are either not OD-structures, or they do not belong to the same family. In such attempt we have to keep in mind that it might be necessary or convenient to consider certain atoms to lie at the boundary of two OD-layers, i.e. to regard any of these atoms as belonging partly to one, partly to the other OD-layer (this corresponds roughly to the situation in fully ordered structures with atoms in special positions, where it is usual to regard such atoms as belonging partly to one asymmetric unit, partly to a neighbouring one--see also the section 'Some remarks on terminology').
* For OD-structures of other categories than category II--in which there are equivalent OD-layers pointing with equivalenL sides up and down--a wider and more complicated definition of MDO-structures is necessary which, in the case of category II, reduces to the form given above (see Dornberger-Schiff, in preparation).
Structures of maximum degree of order
Under certain conditions of crystallization the energy of interaction between OD-layers Lp and Lp+ 2 may not be negligible. Then the energetically most favourable kind of triples of OD-layers (e.g. the triple of the kind (L0 ; LI ; L2) or that of the kind (L4; Ls ; L6) of Fig. 9 b) will occur more frequently than other triples, or the occurrence of other triples starting off with the same kind of pairs of OD-layers may even be excluded.
The condition of equivalence of triples starting off with the same kind of OD-layers may or may not determine the rest of the structure unequivocally, if a sufficiently large part of the structure is known. This condition, however, together with the analogous conditions for quadruples of OD-layers, for quintuples, and generally for n-tuples for any given number n _< 2M (where M is the number of different kinds of .OD-layers in the structure) suffice to determine the structure unequivocally; structures, for which these conditions hold have been called of maximum degree of order or MDO-structures*. One of the advantages of an OD-interpretation of a set of polytype structures is the possibility to obtain for this set a list of all possible MDO-structures by pure symmetry considerations. This task will be ta~zkled for man-, di-and trioctahedral kaolinites in our next paper.
Here we also want to mention one particular feature of MDO-structures of category II consisting of M kinds of OD-layers. OD-structures of this category may be thought of as being built of packets consisting of M consecutive OD-layers, any packet (i.e. ODpacket) starting off with an OD-layer of one particular kind (I)urovi~, 1974) . Then the conditions for MDOstructures referring to OD-layers are tantamount to the following conditions which refer only to packets: Any MDO-structure consists of equivalent packets. All pairs of adjacent packets are equivalent and similar statement holds also for packet triples, for packet quadruples, and generally for packet p-tuples for any number p (Dornberger-Schiff, in preparation).
Treating structures consisting of any particular kind of packet and containing one particular kind of packet pair at a time, the packets may be considered as 'ODlayers of a higher order' and the MDO-structures as either fully ordered or MDO-structures consisting of one kind of these higher order OD-layer. This simplifies the treatment of MDO-problems.
